Pù Luông - The sympothy of
Nature 2D1N
ITINERARY
1ST DAY - GHOST RIDER (L,D)
7:00 Start from Ocean Tours Office.to My Dinh bus station to catch the bus to Lac village ,
Mai Chau.
11:30 You will have lunch at Lac village and 1 hour free time to do some shopping around Lac
village.
13:00 Get on your motorbike and enjoy the most beautiful landscape of Northern Loop. Don't
forget to fully charge your phone or camera to make sure that you will not miss any scenes
on the way.
16:30 Arrive at the homestay in Don village. After a short break, we will visit Don village,
walking around the village, taking pictures and enjoy the fascinating sunset on ricefield
stretching as far as the eye can see.
18:00 Enjoy dinner with the local family and chill out until bedtime

2ND DAY - BAMBOO RAFT RACING (B,L)
6:30 Pack up all stuffs to ride the motorbike to a Harbour in La Han village. You will have time
to enjoy unique breakfast with Vietnamese rice soup on the way.
7:30 You will enjoy the bamboo raft trip through Luong river and have an awesome racing the
way back.
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9:30 Back to the harbour get on your motorbike and ride back to Lac village, Mai Chau
12:00 Back to Lac village to have lunch and have a short break
13:00 Take the bus back to My Dinh bus station
18:00 Arrive back to Ocean Tours Office

OTHER SERVICES:
AIRPORT PICK UP

FROM USD $18/CAR (Max. 3 Passengers)
Ocean Tours provides cheap and reliable door to door transfers at flat and all inclusive prices.
Our transfer service is always private and customized to meet your needs, including door-to-door trips
without middle stops and vehicle capacity allowing convenient transfer cost for single passengers or
larger groups.
Making a transfer reservation with us is easy and your booking can be quickly and safely submitted
online, without any need to call or to send e-mail. In any case, our experienced staff is always very
glad to answer any question that you may have about your trip. So, book now your transfer with
confidence and travel safe!

< BOOK NOW >
SCAM ALERT!
A driver will be waiting for you at the airport holding a sign with your name on it!
Please do not go with anyone that is not holding a board with YOUR NAME on it!
We will take no responsability in case you decide to go with a SCAM TAXI!
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VISA SERVICES
FROM USD $10

What kind of VOA's (Visa On Arrival) can we arrange ?
Single Entry Visa
With 1 or 3 months Single Entry you can enter Vietnam only once. This visa is valid for 1 month (30 days) or 3
months (90 days).
Month(s)

Tourist Visa

Valid Days

Request Time

Processing fee

1 month

Single Entry/exit

30

2-4 working days

USD $10

Stamp fee Airport
USD
$25

3 months

Single Entry/exit

90

2-4 working days

USD $15

25 $USD

IMPORTANT! Only valid if you fly into Vietnam on one of the airports.
* For single entry/exit VOA pay upon arrival at the airport in Vietnam the Visa Stamping fee of ($ 25/p) directly
in cash to the immigration department at the airport in Vietnam.

Multi Entry Visa
With a 1 or 3 months Multiple Entry visa for Vietnam you unlimited entry and exit during the time the visa is
valid. This visa is one month (30 days or 90 days) valid. You need to enter Vietnam first before you travel to
Cambodia, Laos and want to return to Vietnam , then always choose Multiple Entry. The stamp fee you pay
only once at the first time at the airport in Vietnam.
Month(s)

Tourism Visa

Valid Days

Request Time

Processing fee

Stamp fee Airport

1 month

multiple entry/exit

30

2-4 working days

16 € Euro

50 $USD
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3 months

multiple entry/exit

90

2-4 working days

27 € Euro

50 $USD

IMPORTANT! Only valid if you fly into Vietnam on one of the airports.
* For multiple entry/exit VOA's pay upon arrival at the airport in Vietnam the Visa Stamping fee of ($ 25/p)
directly in cash to the immigration department at the airport in Vietnam.

< APPLY NOW >
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